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Dynamical phase transitions (DPTs) are generally defined under two different but related cat-
egories: DPT-I where the equilibrium value, or long-time average, of the order parameter as a
function of the control parameter demonstrates a phase boundary; DPT-II where the Loschmidt
return rate shows a cusp singularity in real-time dynamics. Quenched from polarized states, one-
point observables have featureless steady state regimes for short-range transverse field Ising models
(TFIM), which prevents them from exhibiting DPT-I, unlike long-range TFIM. In this Letter, we
incorporate Lieb-Robinson bounds into the definition of DPT by choosing appropriate temporal
cutoffs and show that in the lightcone, a quantum phase transition (QPT) far from equilibrium
could emerge with an associated scaling law at the vicinity of the transition. More specifically, the
observable at the cutoff could exhibit order parameterlike behavior in analogy to equilibrium quan-
tum criticality, however with certain important differences that we discuss in detail. The scaling of
the dynamical order parameter at the vicinity is determined via the decay rate of the observable in
time, hence rendering the QPT a truly nonequilibrium phase transition. We apply the procedure
to both integrable and nonintegrable short-range TFIM and elaborate on how the QPT signature
changes with integrability.
Introduction. Criticality, defined under Landau
paradigm [1], is one of the milestones in our under-
standing of matter, providing us a framework to classify
microscopically diverse phenomena in a handful of uni-
versality classes with their associated critical exponents
[2, 3]. Its dynamical counterpart, dynamical criticality,
studies both the imprints of equilibrium criticality on
dynamics [4–14] and genuine non-equilibrium criticality
that does not necessarily originate from an equilibrium
transition [11, 12, 15–21]. Dynamical phase transitions
(DPT) could in general be classified via two different
but related definitions [11, 19, 22]: DPT-I and DPT-II.
DPT-I is defined based on the time evolution of an (equi-
librium) order parameter (OP) quenched from a state
that is not an eigenstate of the evolution Hamiltonian
[11]. In the ordered phase where the control parameter
originates from the equilibrium transition, a prethermal
regime appears with either equilibration or oscillatory
saturation. Hence the long-time average of the signal
could act like a dynamical OP, demonstrating a phase
boundary. DPT-II concerns with cusp singularity
appearing at critical times of the return rate that is
based on Loschmidt echo and is linked to equilibrium
phase transitions [9–11, 19, 22]. Although DPT-I
is well-defined for long-range TFIM with one-point
observables [18, 19], there is no persistent dynamic
order for short-range Hamiltonians, simply because
the steady state regime of one-point observables, and
likewise two-time correlators (TTC), for such systems
is featureless [23–25]. Recently higher order correlators
are demonstrated to host a DPT-I for short-range TFIM
[12, 21]. However since one-point observables are both
computationally and experimentally more accessible, in
particular with polarized initial states [20, 26–30], it is
still an interesting and significant direction to explore
the potential of these observables in supporting a QPT
far from equilibrium.
We first note that the conventional temporal cutoff of-
ten utilized in DPT-I studies, namely t ∼ N where the
interval of time-averaging is proportional to the system
size does not work for one-point observables in short-
range models, because of two reasons: (i) As already
mentioned before, these observables are featureless in
their steady state regime, and (ii) there are more sig-
nificant timescales for these observables that require the
incorporation of Lieb-Robinson bounds [24, 31, 32] into
the definition of DPT for short-range TFIM. Hence this
timescale is based on the maximum propagation velocity
of excitations that can be hosted in the system. Moti-
vated by this timescale, we study both parametric and
fixed temporal cutoffs where t ∼ v−1q and t ∼ constant,
respectively as long as the dynamics remain in the light-
cone. Bounding the dynamics by lightcone, additionally
makes the results system size independent, significantly
reducing the finite-size effects.
The featureless steady-state for one-point observables
origins from the fact that these observables decay expo-
nentially in time as both analytically and numerically
studied in the integrable TFIM [23–25, 33–35]. In fact
exponential decay is also shown to exist in the XXZ
model for one-point observables [36]. By studying how
decay rate changes with the control parameter, we show
that the scaling of dynamical OP can be obtained at the
vicinity of the transition. Similar to the observation in
the XXZ model [36], the decay rate has a sharp feature
at the transition depending on the integrability of the
model. We determine the dynamic transition point as
hc = 0.9999 ± 0.0001 for integrable TFIM with an as-
sociated scaling exponent OP∼ hβ of β = 1, which is
linear in the control parameter h. Breaking integrability
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2FIG. 1. C(t) for h/J = 0.5 upper curves with orange tones
and h/J = 0.9 lower curves with red tones. Each set of curves
have system sizes between N = 24 (dots) and N = 48 (dia-
monds) denoted by different markers. τs and τr are separation
and revival timescales (see text). x-axis is shifted with t∗, the
reference time where the exponential decay starts. Green- and
blue-dotted lines show two different temporal cutoffs applied
in the study, fixed and parametric, respectively.
smooths out and shifts the signature of phase bound-
ary from its equilibrium counterpart. We determine the
transition point as hc = 2.278± 0.001 with β ∼ 2 for our
nonintegrable TFIM.
Temporal cutoffs. A TTC C(t) = 〈ψ0|σzr (t)σzr′ |ψ0〉
where |ψ0〉 = |↑↑ ... ↑〉 is a polarized state, could be
reduced to one-point observable C(t) = 〈ψ0|σzr (t) |ψ0〉
where σzr is a local spin operator of a bulk spin. Let us
introduce TFIM with both nearest-neighbor (NN) and
next-nearest-neighbor (NNN) couplings,
H = −J
N−1∑
r
σzrσ
z
r+1 −∆
N−2∑
r
σzrσ
z
r+2 + h
N∑
r
σxr , (1)
with open boundaries and where σαr are spin− 12 Pauli
spin matrices. TFIM preserves its gapped long range
Ising ground state even when the interactions (or non-
integrability) ∆ are introduced, although the transition
boundary shifts to favor order as ∆ increases.
It is well-known that two-point correlators in space
show lightcone effect [34, 37–39] with a well-defined hier-
archy of timescales for asymptotically far away spins [24]
based on the quasi-particle velocity vq. We observe that
C(t), our one-point observable, can also exhibit light-
cone effect, however quite different than how two-point
correlators do. Fig. 1 shows the dynamics for h/J = 0.5
(orange tones) and h/J = 0.9 (red tones) for system sizes
ranging between N = 24 (dots) and N = 48 (diamonds).
In the lightcone, data for different system sizes collapse
on each other while each separation point is roughly
marked by τs = N/2vq where vq is the maximum quasi-
particle velocity vq = max|d(h, k)/dk| = 2Jmin(h, 1)
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FIG. 2. The scaling at the vicinity of the transition for inte-
grable TFIM with respect to reduced control parameter hn.
y-axis is rescaled correctly to obtain the scaling (see text).
The blue, red and yellow data are either fixed temporal cut-
offs at times t = 5.5, 4, 2.5 (crosses) or parametric t = αv−1q
with α = 11, 8, 5 (triangles). Black-diamond line is data orig-
inated from the decay data analysis (see text). Purple-dashed
line shows a power-law scaling with exponent β = 1 at the
vicinity of the transition while the green-solid line is power-
law scaling with exponential cutoff to determine the vicinity
of the transition, hn  Λ = 0.37.
[3]. τs is the time for the excitations caused by the quench
to reach the end of the chain, and hence τs probes the
size of the chain. When the chosen bulk spin is not at
the middle of the chain its coefficient changes τs = α/vq
where N/2 ≤ α < N . Revival timescale is marked by
τr = N/vq, which is the time for the excitations to reflect
back from the boundary to the middle of the chain. The
timescale t∗ is the short-distance cutoff of the temporal
axis defined by the lattice constant divided by velocity
t∗ ∼ v−1q . Here, t∗ (τs) serves as the ultraviolet (in-
frared) cutoff, below (above) which the physics is domi-
nated by non-universal microscopic details (finite-size ef-
fects). Thus, we focus on the (intermediate) time range
t∗ < t < τs, where data of different system sizes collapse
on each other and universal behavior arises as shown in
Fig. 1 with an exponential decay [33–35]. We choose the
dynamical OP as the corresponding C(t ∼ tL) where the
temporal cutoff is applied at tL and study two different
cutoffs: (i) fixed t ∼ constant (green-dotted) and (ii)
parametric t ∼ αv−1q (blue-dotted) where α is chosen so
that the dynamic response remains in the lightcone.
QPT far from equilibrium. In DPT-I, one studies
steady-state regime where the dynamics becomes inde-
pendent of the time. Hence where the temporal cutoff
t ∼ N is exactly applied is not significant in the con-
struction of the dynamical OP based on DPT-I as long as
the temporal cutoff is in steady-state regime. To define a
DPT with one-point observables for short-range models,
we need to focus on the intermediate time range where
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FIG. 3. (a) Decay rates fΦ for integrable TFIM in dynamically-ordered (blue-circles) and -disordered (red-diamonds) phases.
The dynamical transition is signaled by a kink structure at hc = 0.9999 ± 0.0001. Solid-red line is the logarithmic model to
describe the ordered phase, whereas the black-dashed line is the linear model for disordered phase. (b) Rescaled y-axis is plotted
against time for different h/J (see legend). The solid flat lines are exponential model prediction while the data accumulates
around them with slight divergences (see text). (c) Angular frequency scales with −hn with a power-law exponent of δ ∼ 0.5
in the disordered phase at the vicinity of the transition.
non-universal short-distance details and finite-size effects
are suppressed as detailed above. This intermediate time
range whose corresponding spatial region remains in the
lightcone is also the transient regime of the dynamics.
Thus any dynamical OP constructed in the lightcone
should be rescaled correctly with the cutoff time. Fig. 2
shows how the rescaled dynamical OP constructed based
on different cutoffs scales with hn = (hc − h)/hc at the
vicinity of the transition. The colors yellow, red and blue
correspond to cutoffs chosen at fixed tL = 2.5, 4, 5.5 (plus
markers) and at α = 5, 8, 11 for parametric tL = α/vq
(triangle markers). All data accumulate closely to each
other and in particular data for different temporal cut-
offs collapse perfectly [40]. Such scaling behavior at the
vicinity of a dynamic transition could be explained rather
simply in terms of the decay properties of the observable.
While the observable decays exponentially in the ordered
phase, the exponential decay is superposed with oscil-
lations in the disordered phase C(t) ∼ exp(fΦt) cosωt,
clearly differentiating two dynamic phases from each
other. Such an observation was made for the XXZ model
in Ref. [36] and similarly we observe a kink in the decay
rate which could be marked as the DPT point. The phase
boundary separates the dynamically-ordered phase (blue-
circles) from -disordered phase (red-diamonds) in Fig. 3a.
The transition point reads hc = 0.9999±0.0001. The de-
cay rate in the ordered phase can be found as, fΦ =
log(γhβn exp(−hn/Λ)+C0) (red-solid line in Fig. 3a). We
note that such a model for the decay rate is intuitive and
explains the data in a large interval 0 < hn <∼ 0.5, not
only at the vicinity of the transition. The constant C0
points to the observation that the decay rate is never in-
finite, however the largest at the transition point. Hence
the system thermalizes the quickest at its dynamic tran-
sition point. Further C0 is not a free parameter, but fixed
by the data itself at the kink. Data follows log(γhβn+C0)
at the vicinity of the transition, while introducing an ex-
ponential cutoff [41] to the model lets us describe a bigger
region of hn as well as providing a definition for ‘vicinity
of the transition’, hn  Λ. The model for the decay rate,
in turn, reveals the scaling of the dynamical OP at the
vicinity of the transition hn  Λ due to the exponential
decay of the observable.
C(t− t∗) = C(t∗) exp(fΦ(t− t∗))
= C(t∗)(γhβn exp(−hn/Λ) + C0)t−t
∗
. (2)
Hence the correct rescaling for the dynamic OP reads,
(C(t − t∗)/C(t∗))1/(t−t∗) − C0. We also observe that
the finite but largest decay rate at the phase boundary,
C0, causes a finite baseline value for the dynamically-
disordered phase. This is a difference from what one
would observe in an equilibrium phase transition, where
the OP becomes zero in the disordered phase. Since the
decay rate can never be infinite for a locally-connected
Hamiltonian, C0 6= 0, and thus the OP > 0 in the dis-
ordered phase unless C0 is correctly subtracted from the
OP as stated above.
The black-diamond line in Fig. 2 demonstrates the
scaling of OP based on the decay rates and it coincides
with the data with only small deviation for larger times.
This deviation is due to the inaccuracies in the numer-
ics when modeled by an exponential decay and Fig. 3b
demonstrates how data could differ from a perfect expo-
nential model which is denoted by the flat lines for some
h/J . Note that the deviation is larger for larger times at
the vicinity of the transition and explains why we do not
see a perfect collapse in Fig. 2 (see Supplement S-3 for
more details). We obtain a linear scaling OP ∝ hβn where
β = 0.9999 when only the data at the vicinity of the tran-
sition is used (purple-dotted line in Fig. 2). The vicinity
of the transition is found by first fitting the power-law
scaling with an exponential cutoff, hn  Λ ∼ 0.37 which
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FIG. 4. (a) Nonintegrable TFIM with ∆/J = −1 for differ-
ent h/J values (see legend) and dashed lines are the minimal
model predictions for dynamic responses. (b) Decay rate of
the first term in minimal model, fΦ,1 shows a smooth cusp at
hdc = 2.278 ± 0.001 signaling a DPT between the ordered
phase (yellow-circles) that can be modeled by logarithmic
function (black-solid) and disordered phase (blue-diamonds).
(c) Exponential model predictions shown with solid flat lines
and rescaled data around them in early times (see text and
[40]). (d) Power-law scaling at the vicinity of the transition
with an exponent of β ∼ 2 with blue and yellow data at times
t = 0.3, 0.5 and purple data at the nodes of the oscillations
(see text).
corresponds to h ∼ 0.96 (green-solid line in Fig. 2). The
linear scaling is consistent with the kink at the dynamic
phase boundary. In the dynamically-disordered phase,
the decay rate is linear at the vicinity of the transition,
fΦ ∝ hn as seen in red-diamonds line of Fig. 3a. Since
this phase is oscillatory, we study the angular frequency
ω and observe that ω ∝ (−hn)δ where δ ∼ 0.5, marking
hn = 0 as the transition boundary as well.
Breaking the integrability. We break the integrability
of the model by taking ∆ = −1 in Eq. 1, which hosts an
equilibrium QPT at hc ∼ 2.46 [40]. Fig. 4a shows the so-
phisticated dynamic response of this model for different
h values in the lighcone determined by data ranging from
N = 24 to N = 42. Lightcone is determined similarly by
studying the separation timescales τs which turns out to
be tighter than the timescales predicted by equal-time
two-point correlators [40]. An important difference from
the integrable model is the oscillations existing in both
dynamically-ordered and -disordered phases. Hence we
first aim to approximately model the dynamic response.
Since oscillations are always present, a minimal model
that can reproduce the important features of the dynam-
ics is C(t) = γ1 exp(fΦ,1t) + γ2 exp(fΦ,2t) cosωt. The
dashed lines in Fig. 4a show how well the minimal model
can describe the dynamics. The first term is the analo-
gous term for the ordered phase of the integrable model,
whereas the second term superposes the oscillations with
the exponential decay. We focus on the decay rate of the
first term, fΦ1 since this is the term that governs the ex-
ponential decay of the dynamic response (see Supplement
S-4 [40]). Fig. 4b demonstrates that a minimum exists for
fΦ1 , rather different than the kink in integrable model,
hence exhibiting a smooth phase boundary for the non-
integrable model. We emphasize that this is the bound-
ary where the fastest decay could happen in the model.
Thus it is a well-defined candidate for a DPT, following
the observations in integrable models. We determine the
dynamic phase boundary as hdc = 2.278±0.001, which is
shifted from the equilibrium transition favoring disorder.
The decay rate of the ordered phase follows previously
introduced logarithmic scaling in hn (Fig. 4b) giving rise
Eq. 2 to hold for nonintegrable model, as long as the os-
cillations are taken care of in the dynamical OP. This
could be performed in a couple of different ways, e.g.
averaging over a period T = 2pi/ω, working only at the
nodes of the oscillations (pi+2pin)/2ω where n ∈ Z [40] or
simply rescaling the dynamic OP accordingly. Another
notable difference from the integrable model is that we
fix t∗ = 0.1 for all h/J for simplicity of data analysis and
rescale the OP with γ1 instead of C(t
∗) (see Supplement
S-5 for more details). Fig. 4c demonstrates how well the
data can be explained by an exponential decay when OP
is correctly rescaled. At the vicinity of the transition, the
data coincides well with the flat lines only in early times.
This points to the limitations of the minimal model [40].
We plot data taken at t = 0.3 (blue) and t = 0.5 (yellow)
in Fig. 4d in addition to data at a node of the oscilla-
tion (purple). The black-squares show the dynamic OP
derived from the decay rate, Fig. 4b. All data collapses
reasonably well and can be described by the power-law
scaling of β ∼ 2 at the vicinity hn  Λ = 0.44, which
corresponds to h ∼ 2.23. The scaling exponent is consis-
tent with the smooth transition boundary.
Discussion. The exponents derived for the (non-
)integrable models are different, hence there is no univer-
sality in the sense of equilibrium phase transitions. This
is intuitive because the QPT studied here origins from
the transient dynamics and cannot be governed only by
the ground-state physics (see Supplement S-6 for more
details). However the presence of a dynamic scaling law
seems to be universal. Interestingly, the dynamic phase
boundary coincides with equilibrium counterpart for the
integrable TFIM, whereas it shifts to favor disorder for
the nonintegrable TFIM. Studying larger system sizes for
the nonintegrable models would provide larger time in-
tervals remaining in the lightcone and thus improve the
model that describes the data better, which in turn could
lead to more precise and accurate predictions on the dy-
namic phase boundary and the associated scaling law.
5Our work opens new avenues to explore non-equilibrium
order, with no need for reaching the saturation regime
which might be challenging for experiments [29]. There
are interesting directions for future, such as (i) the ap-
plication of the procedure to other short-range Hamil-
tonians, e.g. the XXZ model; to long-range interacting
models with logarithmic lightcones [42]; and 2D Ising
models, as well as (ii) determining how the scaling expo-
nent changes with the interaction strength in the TFIM.
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1Supplementary: Quantum phase transitions far from equilibrium in short range
transverse field Ising models
In the main text and the supplementary, all data presented belongs to systems quenched from a polarized state.
LIGHTCONES BASED ON EQUAL-TIME TWO POINT CORRELATORS
In this section, we discuss a well-established way of extracting lightcones applied to our models. One can obtain
lighcones and the speed of the correlation spread via the fluctuations of equal-time two-point correlators [S1–S4],〈
δσrz(t)δσ
r′
z (t)
〉
where δσrz(t) = σ
r
z(t)− 〈σrz(t)〉 for pairs of (r′, r 6= r′) running from t = 0 to some time t that reveals
the functional form of the lightcone. Then we determine the contours of very small amplitude, ξ that sets the onset
of fluctuations growing
〈
δσrz(t)δσ
r′
z (t)
〉
> 0 for t > 0. Numerically one can study a set of lightcones with different
ξ. To eliminate this arbitrariness we choose ξ with the best goodness of fit, R2 value. We first test this method on
integrable TFIM, since its velocity bounds are analytically known.
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FIG. S1. Two-point correlator
〈
δσrz(t)δσ
r′
z (t)
〉
for nonintegrable TFIM of system size N = 30, ∆/J = −1 at h/J = 0.75. The
legend shows the pair of initial and final space points (r′, r 6= r′) taken all of which has the same distance r − r′ = 2.
While one can choose the initial space coordinate as the first and hence the edge operator of the chain r′ = 1 to
increase the size of the space dimension as much as possible, we note that this opens a way for the edge effects to
appear in the lightcone. To demonstrate how the edge effects might change the lightcone behaviour, we plot Fig. S1
for a system size of N = 30 of nonintegrable TFIM with ∆/J = −1 at h/J = 0.75. The plot exhibits
〈
δσrz(t)δσ
r′
z (t)
〉
for different pairs of (r′, r 6= r′) with fixed difference r − r′ = 2 stated in the legend. This figure shows taking the
reference spin at the edge introduces significant oscillations and completely changes the quantitative behaviour of
two-(space)point correlators. Hence for the rest of the study, we set the initial and final points sufficiently away from
the edges, e.g. at least ∼ 10 units away from the edges.
Integrable TFIM
Fig. S2 shows lightcones extracted for integrable TFIM of system size N = 36 at different external field values
h = 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 0.9. Sufficiently away from the phase transition boundary, the best fit reveals the analytically
predicted lightcone velocity; while as we approach the boundary, the best fit based on data starts to be smaller than
the analytic prediction based on the maximum quasiparticle velocity. We note that the lightcone (or the Lieb-Robinson
velocity), is twice the maximum quasiparticle velocity as known in the literature [S1]. Additionally, we find linear
lightcones as expected [S2, S3, S5].
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FIG. S2. Lightcones of integrable TFIM at (a) h/J = 0.4, (b) h/J = 0.6, (c) h/J = 0.8 and (d) h/J = 0.9 with system size of
N = 36 via t-DMRG. In a lightcone figure, x- and y-axes stand for the spatial distance R and time t, respectively. The circles
are the data points corresponding to the contour threshold ξ and the fitted dashed lines are the best fits to the data. R2 in the
legend is the correlation coefficient of the fit; v corresponds to the extracted lightcone velocity at its associated threshold value
ξ. In subfigure (d) the data with white dashed line shows the lightcone with the best fit R2 value; whereas the red dashed line
shows the lightcone agreeing with analytical prediction, even though it is not the best fit.
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FIG. S3. Lightcone velocity with respect to h/J . The solid-blue line is analytic, whereas the red-circles show the data from
numerics based on N = 36 system size generated via t-DMRG.
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FIG. S4. Lightcones of integrable TFIM at (a) h/J = 1 and (b) h/J = 1.2 with system size of N = 36 via t-DMRG. In
subfigure (a) the data with white dashed line shows the lightcone with the best fit R2 value; whereas the red dashed line shows
the lightcone agreeing with analytical prediction, even though it is not the best fit.
We plot the lightcone velocity vc with respect to the control parameter, external field values h/J that originates from
analytic prediction (solid-blue) and the data of two-point correlators (red-circles) in Fig. S3. Towards the transition
boundary, we observe a difference between analytic prediction and the numerical data computed via t-DMRG for a
system size of N = 36. We note that this is likely to be a finite-size effect, since at the vicinity of the transition the
correlation length diverges and finite-size effects become more pronounced in numerics.
Finally before moving on to the nonintegrable TFIM, we note that linearity of the lightcones breaks down as we
pass the phase boundary. Fig. S4 shows the lightcone at the QPT h/J = 1 and disordered phase h/J = 1.2. While
at the boundary, the lightcone looks still sufficiently linear, in the disordered phase the lightcones both visually and
numerically turn into sublinear form, x ∝ tχ where χ < 1. As we will show later, this feature is not special to
integrable TFIM, instead it also appears in nonintegrable model as well. We emphasize that the form of the lightcone
does not affect our results, because the integration of Lieb-Robinson bounds to the DPT definition does not depend on
the form of the lightcones. A more practical way of extracting the lightcones based on one-point observables instead
of two-point correlators are described in the next section. This latter method is what employ to determine the upper
bound of our data in studying the QPT far away from equilibrium.
Nonintegrable TFIM
In nonintegrable model, we do not have a quasiparticle velocity due to the interactions introduced; hence we work
with the lightcone velocity computed from numerics only. Since the nonintegrability is introduced via the NNN
terms, the locality of the Hamiltonian is intact in the long distances. Fig. S5 shows lightcones calculated based on
two-point correlators at different h/J values for ∆/J = −1 TFIM of system size N = 36. Linear lightcones emerge for
sufficiently deep in the ordered phase, providing a well-defined lightcone velocity. The slight divergence from linearity
in very small distances is due to the existence of NNN terms, which does not affect the behaviour in long distances
(see especially Figs. S5a and S5b). Passed h/J = 1.5, sublinear lightcones start to describe the data better than
linear model (Figs. S5d-S5f). We provide additional evidence for such emergent sublinear cones in TFIM in the next
section. Why such transition from linear to sublinear lightcones happens is an interesting question for further studies
on nonequilibrium dynamics of clean TFIM systems.
For convenient comparison with the results of the next section, we plot the timescale set by the smallest data size
in our data set, N = 24 in Fig. S6. Given the lightcone model and velocities, one can obtain the timescale based on a
fixed distance. This fixed distance, taken as N = 24 in Fig. S6, corresponds to distance where the correlations reach
to the end of the chain of size N = 24. Fig. S6 shows the results for both linear and sublinear model. Since sublinear
model better explains the data after some h/J value, we combine both and determine that its scaling with h/J is
roughly linear.
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FIG. S5. Lightcones of nonintegrable TFIM with ∆/J = −1 at (a) h/J = 0.75, (b) h/J = 1, (c) h/J = 1.4, (d) h/J = 1.8,
(e) h/J = 2 and (f) h/J = 2.2 with system size of N = 36 via t-DMRG. In a lightcone figure, x- and y-axes stand for the
spatial distance R and time t, respectively. The circles are the data points corresponding to the contour threshold ξ and the
fitted dashed lines are the best fits to the data. R2 in the legend is the correlation coefficient of the fit; v corresponds to the
extracted lightcone velocity at its associated threshold value ξ. In subfigures (d) and (e), the sets of data are plotted with both
sublinear (green dotted) and linear (white dashed) fitting models for convenient comparison.
EMERGENT LIGHTCONES FROM ONE-POINT OBSERVABLES
In this section, we show that one can extract the lightcones from one-point observables too. We put this method
forward as an alternative to the method based on two-point correlators discussed in the previous section. In fact,
we (i) explicitly demonstrate that the lightcones generated by one-point observables are tighter in both models and
(ii) the method of extracting lightcones based on one-point observables is general to predict forms beyond linear
lightcones, e.g. sublinear lightcones emerging in our nonintegrable TFIM.
As we described in the main text, one-point observables of different system sizes can provide us two different but
related timescales: separation times τs and the revival times τr. Separation time shows when the excitations caused
by the quench reach the end of the chain τs = N/2vq = N/vc, whereas the revival time is one round trip of the
excitations τs = N/vq = 2N/vc if the initial point is the middle of the chain. We compare τs timescale with the
corresponding timescales derived from the two-point correlators in both integrable and nonintegrable TFIM. In both
cases τs with one-point observables give a tighter bound in time compared to lightcones extracted from two-point
correlators. Fig. S7a shows τs timescale of one-point observables extracted with a resolution of  = 0.005 (yellow-
triangles), which means that we determine τs when the data for the next system size N = 30 differs from the current
system size N = 24 for more than  = 0.005. This fixes the time where the data of system size N = 24 starts to
experience finite size effects. Yellow-triangles are compared to red-circles which is determined based on the lightcones
from two-point correlators. The observation that the timescale predicted by one-point observables is tighter than
two-point correlators point out to that in the case of two-point correlators are used to bound the information speed,
one-point observables would already have started to exhibit finite-size effects.
In nonintegrable model, the same effect is observed, Fig. S7b where purple-triangles denote τs for chain size N = 24
and we compare it with the timescale set by the lightcone calculated by two-point correlators, blue-circles. One-point
observables provide a tighter timescale, and hence demonstrates that in incorporation of locality (Lieb-Robinson
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FIG. S6. Timescale tL set by the smallest system size in our data set, N = 24 whose explicit form is given in the legend, with
respect to h/J . All computations are done via t-DMRG. Blue-circles are data based on linear model; whereas the red-diamonds
are the data based on sublinear model. A linear fit can describe the scaling of tL with h/J in the dynamically ordered phase.
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FIG. S7. (a) Timescale set by the smallest chain size in our data set, N = 24 with respect to h/J for integrable TFIM.
Blue solid line is the analytic prediction, red-circles are based on the lightcone velocities extracted from two-point correlators
and yellow-triangles are based on the one-point observables. (b) The timescale set by N = 24 (purple-triangles) and N = 36
(yellow-pluses) via one-point observables in nonintegrable TFIM, compared to timescale set by lightcone velocities extracted
from two-point correlators (blue-circles).
bounds) into DPT definition, we need to take care of using the timescales set by one-point observables to guarantee
remaining in the lightcone. We plotted τs for N = 36 chain size for reference in Fig. S7b, yellow-pluses. We note that
it exhibits the same quantitative trend with τs for N = 24 (purple-triangles), however in longer time as expected.
To benchmark this alternative method, we set h/J = 1.99 and plot one-point observables of chains with different
system sizes in Fig. S8a. Note that even for very large system sizes, the timescale τs is restricted to early times at the
chosen h/J value. We plot the pairs of (R, τs) in Fig. S8b for different resolution values ranging between  = 0.001
and  = 0.005. The resulting lightcone is a sublinear lightcone with a dynamical exponent of z ∼ 0.8. This is in
perfect agreement with the data from two-point correlators of a very close point, h/J = 2 in Fig. S5e. Note that two
differs in the coefficient in front, as expected; because one-point correlators are tighter, their coefficient α is larger.
COMPARISON BETWEEN FIXED AND PARAMETRIC TEMPORAL CUTOFFS
In this section, we plot the difference between rescaled OP values with different choices of temporal cutoffs: (i) fixed
α and parametric 2α/vq (ii) two fixed cutoffs in integrable TFIM. Even though these are clearly distinct temporal
cutoffs, the differences are bounded for all h/J values in the dynamically-ordered phase and more importantly the
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FIG. S8. (a) One-point observable for nonintegrable TFIM ∆/J = −1 at h/J = 1.99 for different system sizes, see legend.
(b) The space-time pairs of (R, τs) based on separation times plotted to extract the lightcone for different resolutions . The
dashed-black line shows the dynamical exponent of the sublinear lightcone discerned from data with α the coefficient in front,
which tells about how tight the lightcone is compared to one extracted from two-point correlators.
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FIG. S9. (a) The differences between rescaled dynamic order parameter of two different temporal cutoffs, parametric 2α/vq
and fixed α for different α values (see legend). (b) The differences between rescaled dynamic order parameter of two different
fixed temporal cutoffs. See legend.
differences steadily decrease as we approach the phase transition boundary. Fig. S9a demonstrates the differences
between rescaled OP values generated with two types of temporal cutoffs for different α values. They are zero at the
vicinity of the transition. This is likely because two types of temporal cutoffs converge to each other as we approach
the transition boundary. Fig. S9b shows the differences between rescaled OP values for two fixed temporal cutoffs.
In Fig. 2 in the main text, these differences seem to be the largest and we explained the reason based on how well
the numerics can model the exponential decay. Here we explicitly plot the differences and show that the differences
steadily decrease as we approach the transition boundary.
MINIMAL MODEL FOR NONINTEGRABLE ISING MODEL
The minimal model for the nonintegrable Ising model reads
C(t) = γ1 exp(fΦ,1t) + γ2 exp(fΦ,2t) cosωt. (S1)
We presented how fΦ,1 scales with hn to demonstrate the existence of a smooth dynamic phase boundary in the main
text. Here we plot the rest of the parameters with respect to hn. Fig. S10 shows, respectively, the coefficients γ1 and
γ2; the decay rates fΦ,1 and fΦ,2; and the angular frequency ω.
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FIG. S10. (a) The coefficients γ1 (black-circles) and γ2 (orange-diamonds); (b) the decay rates fΦ,1 (black-circles) and fΦ,2
(orange-diamonds); (c) angular frequency ω of minimal model for the dynamics of nonintegrable Ising model.
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FIG. S11. (a) Dynamic response C(t) (dotted), minimal (5-parameter) model fitting (solid) and 6-parameter model fitting
(dashed). (b) The goodness of fit, R2 parameter is compared for two models with respect to h/J .
Based on the coefficients, we observe that the first term is dominant to the second for most of the dynamically-
ordered phase; whereas the second (oscillatory) term becomes dominant in the dynamically-disordered phase. This
is intuitive given the model and the results of the integrable TFIM. Since the main exponential decay is governed by
the first term, we focused on fΦ,1 in the main text to determine the phase boundary. However both fΦ,2 and ω show
extrema features very close to the determined dynamic phase boundary. We do not examine these in detail, since the
model could be improved with larger system size data in the future studies to determine features of these parameters
with greater accuracy.
We also note that minimal model is likely to work better in early times compared to later times. The reason why
we call this model minimal is because there is a 6-parameter model that describes the dynamic response better in
details. Namely,
C(t) = γ1 exp(fΦ,1t) cosω1t+ γ2 exp(fΦ,2t) cosω2t. (S2)
This model assumes there are two dominant nonzero frequency component in the dynamic response; whereas minimal
model studies the limit of ω1 = 0. We emphasize that minimal model is a good approximation especially in the
dynamically-ordered phase where ω1  ω2 is observed from data. It can also capture all important features; while
6-parameter model can predict the details of these features better at the expense of one extra parameter. Fig. S11a
shows how two models compare in capturing the dynamic response and Fig. S11b shows their respective R2 figure
of merit, goodness of fit parameter with respect to h/J . Although for more accurate results, one can model the
dynamic response of nonintegrable model with 6-parameter model, we prefer 5-parameter model to minimize the
number of parameters as much as possible. Additionally in our 5-parameter minimal model, every parameter is
8physically motivated and introducing one more frequency parameter only increases the resolution of the details in
the dynamic response. We note that for integrable TFIM, minimal model reduces to one term only where γ2 = 0 in
dynamically-ordered phase and γ1 = 0 in the -disordered phase. In this sense, under minimal model integrable and
nonintegrable models are quantitatively connected to each other. It is an interesting future study to test the minimal
model against nonintegrability strength ∆/J .
DETAILS ON RESCALING THE DYNAMIC ORDER PARAMETER
In this section, we focus on the methods of rescaling the dynamic OP, first in integrable model, later in nonintegrable
model.
Rescaling in integrable TFIM
Rescaling the dynamic OP is a convenient procedure for integrable TFIM due to its simple exponential decay in
time. There are two apparent ways of doing the rescaling correctly. The first one uses one free parameter, γ1,(
C(t ∼ tL)
γ1
)1/tL
− C0 = hβn. (S3)
However we can get rid of this free parameter, by simply utilizing the data point at reference time t∗ where the
exponential decay starts. Hence the rescaling used in the study reads,(
C(t ∼ tL)
C(t∗)
)1/(tL−t∗)
− C0 = hβn. (S4)
We emphasize that C0 is fixed by data itself at the transition, hence it is not a free parameter.
Here we also answer the question what happens if averaging over a period of time T is introduced. By a time-
averaging integral, the result reads
1
T
∫ tL+T/2
tL−T/2
dt C(t∗) exp[fΦ(t− t∗)] = C(t∗) exp[fΦ(t− t∗)] sinh(fΦT/2)
fΦT/2
. (S5)
In the limit of T → 0, we recover the result without averaging. However we note that in case of averaging, one needs
to rescale the OP correctly with the averaging interval T as well in order to reach the dynamic scaling law.
Rescaling in nonintegrable TFIM
Because two terms exist in minimal model for nonintegrable TFIM, rescaling of the dynamic OP requires attention
to get rid of time dependence in the scaling. One of the methods employed in the main text is simple rescaling with
subtracting the second term from C(t),
C ′(t ∼ tL) = C(t ∼ tL)− γ2 exp(fΦ,2tL) cos(ωtL), (S6)
hence the rescaling of y-axis reads(
C ′(t ∼ tL)
γ1
)1/tL
− C0 =
(
C(t ∼ tL)− γ2 exp(fΦ,2tL) cos(ωtL)
γ1
)tL
− C0 = hβn, (S7)
at the vicinity of the transition boundary. However we can find other ways of rescaling the OP to decrease the number
of free parameters in the rescaling. In the expression above, γ1, γ2, fΦ,2 and ω are free parameters.
A quick method to decrease the number of free parameters is to choose tL on the nodes of the oscillations. This
puts a condition on tL as
tL =
pi + 2pin
2ω
, n ∈ Z. (S8)
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FIG. S12. The condition on the time for the second method described in the text with respect to h/J . The curves from lowest
to highest are denoted by increasing n ≥ 0.
For sufficiently long dynamic response, this condition is not restrictive. See Fig. S12. When the condition is satisfied,
the rescaling expression reduces to (
C(t ∼ tL)
γ1
)1/tL
− C0 = hβn, (S9)
with only one free parameter γ1. This free parameter is hard to get rid of, unlike in integrable TFIM, because
oscillations do exist all times and the data for the reference time t∗ is subject to the effect of oscillations too.
Finally one can think of averaging the data as described in the previous subsection. This method requires fine-
tuning of tL and the averaging interval T based on the free parameters ω and fΦ,2 to get rid of the second term in
minimal model. Even though there happens to be infinite number of possible sets for temporal cutoff and averaging
interval (tL, T ) in total, there are conditions for viable sets (tL, T ) which brings fine-tuning. Since such a method is
likely to be inconvenient both for computation and experiment, we do not discuss it in detail.
COLLAPSE TIME ANALYSIS FOR SMALL FINITE SIZE SYSTEMS
In this section, we provide further proof of the nonequilibrium nature of the dynamic transition that we have
observed and presented in the main text.
Given |ψ0〉 =
∑
i ci |φi〉 where |φi〉 are eigenstates of the Hamiltonian, a TTC quenched from a polarized state or
one-point observable C(t) = 〈ψ0|σzr (t)σzr′ |ψ0〉 = 〈ψ0|σzr (t) |ψ0〉 could be written as,∑
ij
c∗jci 〈φj |σzr |φi〉 e−it(Ei−Ej) =
∑
i≤j
Aij cos[δijt]. (S10)
Eq. (S10) can be used to estimate a hierarchy of timescales, e.g. quantum collapse and revivals based on the generaliza-
tion of a method introduced in Ref. [S6]. Here Aij = 2c
∗
jci 〈φj |σzr |φi〉 is called overlap distribution and δij = Ei−Ej
is the energy gaps. Estimates for collapse and revivals for a system size of N = 14 are marked by τc (red-line) and
τ
(i)
r (green lines), respectively, in Fig. S13a that demonstrates a dynamic response at h/J = 0.5 after quenched from
a polarized state for integrable TFIM. We observe revivals in effectively infinite time limit t >∼ N , which is consistent
with the fact that this is a region where finite-size effects are dominant. Estimated τc roughly corresponds to a region
where the dynamic response reaches its baseline right before finite-size effects kick in. Now let us first discuss how we
predict these timescales based on the spectrum properties.
Fig. S13b shows overlap distribution with respect to gaps for ∆ = 0 TFIM with system size of N = 14. The
model under study in Ref. [S6] was a spinor condensate with single mode approximation applied, which simplified
the estimations greatly, by focusing only on the first off-diagonal entries of the overlap distribution and the energy
gaps [S6]. Here we observe that such a simplification is not possible, because there is not really a pattern of matrix
elements that are occupied. Hence we need to generalize this method for irregular distributions like in Fig. S13b and
predict a hierarchy of timescales, such as quantum collapse and revivals.
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FIG. S13. (a) ∆ = 0 TFIM at h/J = 0.5 at N = 14 exhibits distinct collapse and revival time-scales which we estimate
based on spectrum properties. (b) The norm of overlap distribution |Aij | with respect to energy gaps δij exhibiting features
to estimate distinct timescales of dynamical response. The global and local maxima are circled with green, yellow and purple.
The threshold ξ shows 1σ deviation from the maximum of all data, hence helping to determine the collapse timescale (see text).
Red translucent boxes show the area to utilize to determine the collapse timescale.
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FIG. S14. Estimated collapse timescales for different system sizes ranging between N = 11− 14 for (a) ∆ = 0 TFIM and (b)
∆ = −1 TFIM. In subfigure (a) the dashed and dotted lines show the fittings of the data to αh−1 which follows the same trend
with the lightcone bounds (see legend).
We first reshape the upper (or equivalently lower) triangular part of our overlap Aij and energy gap δij matrices
into one dimensional arrays with keeping the relation between them intact. This results in Fig. S13b where y-axis
stands for the norm of overlap distribution |Aij | and x-axis for the energy gaps δij . Even though this does not give a
regular distribution, e.g. a Gaussianlike distribution as in Ref. [S6], it still reveals the information necessary to utilize
the timescale estimations of quantum collapse and revivals. The analytical estimation for quantum collapse reads,
tc = 2pi/(δmax+σ − δmax−σ), (S11)
where max + σ is 1σ standard deviation around the point with maximum amplitude. The reasoning behind this
estimation is that finding all relevant data that interferes destructively to give rise to a quantum collapse. We
calculate the standard deviation of all data and this provides 1σ variation line, which is denoted by the threshold
symbol ξ in Fig. S13b. Any data intersecting with threshold ξ is a valid data to obtain a collapse timescale. In
a regular distribution with a single collapse timescale, there is only one data; however we see that in our overlap
distribution we have a set of them. This is not surprising given various oscillatory features in real-time response,
which is mostly the finite-size effects, Fig. S13a. At this stage, detecting where the quantum revivals reside in overlap
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FIG. S15. The excitation ratio, #ψm/2
N , plotted against the control parameter h/J for (a) ∆ = 0 and (b) ∆ = −1 TFIM.
Grey, red and green boxes correspond to the lowest 0− 10%, middle 40− 60% and the highest energy sectors 80− 100% of the
whole spectrum.
distribution is helpful to determine the correct collapse timescale. The analytical estimation for quantum revivals
reads,
t(i)r = 2pi/(δmax − δmax+i). (S12)
Originally i = 1 only, however we have different local maxima in our overlap distribution, Fig. S13b and hence we
could have i ≥ 1. Here δmax is the energy gap of the maximum of overlap distribution Aij and as already mentioned
δmax+i is the energy gap of the local maxima. We observe three clear local maxima in Fig. S13b which of two are
circled with yellow and purple. The highest local minima and vicinity of it (circled with yellow) gives the timescale
of the quantum revival marked with τ
(1)
r on Fig. S13a which is already deep in the effectively infinite time limit and
dominated by finite-size effects. The second local minima and its vicinity (circled with purple) gives the timescale
of the first ever quantum revival that we mark as τ
(2)
r on Fig. S13a. Note that this revival also marks the onset of
effectively infinite time. Marking these two most obvious quantum revivals in the dynamic response lets us limit our
attention to times less than the timescale of the first revival. Times less correspond to energy gaps greater, due to
the relation between two, Eq. (S11). Hence we look for the collapse timescale by focusing on the right hand side of
the distribution in Fig. S13b. By obtaining a set of of fewer and localized times for the quantum collapse, we mark
the collapse timescale by averaging this set. The average of the estimated collapse time is marked with red vertical
line and the 1σ deviation from the mean, with the translucent area around it in Fig. S13a.
We plot collapse times in Figs. S14a-S14b for ∆ = 0 and ∆ = −1 TFIM, respectively. We observe that the collapse
times exhibit the same quantitative trend with the lightcone bounds with respect to h/J . This means that as long
as the simulation time remains in the region bounded by the lightcone, the dynamic response experiences quantum
collapse. If the chain size is small enough so that the dynamic response cannot fully collapse down to zero as expected
from exponential decay, the collapse stops at a baseline value from where one starts to observe quantum revivals as
part of finite-size effects. Hence it is plausible to observe that collapse timescale mimics the lightcone bounds dictated
by the chain size.
Collapse timescales are contributed by many states. Perhaps this could be more straightforwardly seen in Fig. S13b,
given that collapse time-scale is contributed by all states between δmax+σ and δmax−σ with an overlap amplitude
Aij > ξ. However we can more explicitly demonstrate this observation by defining a figure of merit. We determine
the set of corresponding eigenstates of energy gaps that are found to be relevant in computing the collapse timescales
and mark the most energetic excitation as #ψm. So, the system is capable of having excitations up to the corresponding
energy Em of eigenstate #ψm, which results in a quantum collapse. Fig. S15 shows the excitation ratio #ψm/2
N for
both models that reflects how much of the spectrum could be excited after the quench from a polarized state, when
the dynamical response is experiencing a quantum collapse. Data for different system sizes exhibit the same trend
where #ψm/2
N steadily increases up until the phase boundary and saturates to #ψm/2
N ∼ 1 in the disordered phase,
which is the maximum. This means that in the disordered phase the system is able to excite the highest energy levels,
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FIG. S16. GS contribution Cgs(t ∼ tL) (DMRG) and the dynamic order parameter C(t ∼ tL) (t-DMRG) for N = 24 and
N = 48 with respect to control parameter h/J .
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FIG. S17. (a-b) Ground state energy gap analysis with respect to system size N to determine the equilibrium quantum phase
boundary. (a) The critical point is marked as h∞c = 2.463 in thermodynamic limit via scaling analysis. (b) Energy gap ∆E
closes as we approach the QPT boundary. The scaling exponent is ∆E = N−1. (c) Binder cumulant U for different system
sizes ranging between N = 24− 96, all crossing at hc = 2.477± 0.001.
causing a fast collapse to zero baseline in the dynamic response of the observable. We mark different thresholds on
Fig. S15 with translucent boxes; grey, red and green correspond to the lowest 0 − 10%, middle 40 − 60% and the
highest energy sectors 80−100% of the whole spectrum. Thus, the dynamic order parameter seems to be contributed
by states not only in the lowest sector of energy spectrum but also the higher energies as we approach the phase
boundary.
A final demonstration of the fact that dynamic order parameter is composed of many nonequilibrium states on top
of ground state is plotting the ground state contribution. The GS contribution in the dynamic order parameter reads,
Cgs(t ∼ tL) =
∑
i,j=gs
Aij cos(δijt). (S13)
Fig. S16 shows how the ground state contribution Cgs(t ∼ tL) decreases as system size increases, whereas the dynamic
order parameter C(t ∼ tL) is well-defined, meaning that it does not tend to vanish with increasing system size. Even
though the dominant contribution in dynamic order parameter is the GS contribution even in moderately large system
sizes that we can access via t-DMRG, excitations to higher energy levels due to working in transient regime seem to
complement the dynamic order, thus providing a well-defined dynamic phase boundary.
EQUILIBRIUM QPT BOUNDARY FOR NONINTEGRABLE ISING MODEL
In this section, we present the equilibrium phase transition boundary via both an analysis of ground state energy
gap and Binder ratio for the nonintegrable TFIM with ∆/J = −1. Figs. S17a-S17b shows the determination of the
phase boundary via energy gap analysis. We find that the equilibrium transition happens at hc ∼ 2.463 and the
13
scaling exponent of the energy gap closing is δ ∼ −1. Further, we compute the Binder cumulant in Fig. S17c,
U =
3
2
(
1− 1
3
〈
S4z
〉
〈S2z 〉2
)
, (S14)
where Sz =
∑N
i σ
z
i , the total magnetization operator. This method marks the phase boundary as h
∞
c = 2.477±0.001.
The equilibrium transition boundaries determined by these two different methods are very close.
ERROR BAR CALCULATIONS
The error bars in Figs. 2 and 4d are calculated via error propagation and in Figs. 3a, 3c, 4b they are 1sigma error
bars computed via the confidence intervals of the fittings. Given the rescaled dynamical OP is either Eq. (S3) or
Eq. (S4), we first see that C0 is fixed parameter by data in both expressions. In Eq. (S3), there is one free parameter
γ1, which brings an uncertainty of ∆γ1 that can be computed via the confidence intervals of the fitting. Based on
the data points, one can have an uncertainty from tL too: ∆t denotes this uncertainty which is calculated as the
difference between tL and the available data point. Hence we can calculate the propagation of error as,
E2 =
(
∂OP
∂t
)2
(∆t)2 +
(
∂OP
∂γ1
)2
(∆γ1)
2, (S15)
where OP stands for rescaled dynamic order parameter. Note that if one uses the rescaling for nonintegrable TFIM,
additional terms should be added to this expression. The terms in the expression above reads
∂OP
∂γ1
= −C(t)
1/t
t
γ
−1/t−1
1 .
∂OP
∂t
= −t−2
(
C(t)
γ1
)1/t
log
(
C(t)
γ1
)
.
The error propagation also explains the reason of large error bars in Fig. 4d in main text. These error bars mainly
originate from the large error bars of the fitting parameters when we model the dynamic response via minimal model.
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